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How to compare COVID-19 death toll in different 
countries? 

Alexey Raksha

December 3, 2020

- Number of infected in 

official statistics depends on 

testing scale.

- The more tests conducted, 

the more light or 

asymptomatic cases are 

found. 

- Mortality shoud be less 

dependent of testing. 



Are we satisfied with COVID-19 official death toll 
count? 

Алексей Ракша

4 ноября 2020

- Eyewitnesses evidence often 

do not correspond with 

severely grown overall death 

toll : only few hundreds 

officially died from COVID-

19 in Bergamo by March, 

19th



Too many obituaries: Bergamo, Italy

- According to Bergamo Mayor, COVID-19 has 

been diagnosed only for 91 died people among 

400+ in one week (normal number is below 

100). 

- At the dawn of the Pandemic, testing facilities 

were severely unsufficient



Too many obituaries: Russia



Excess mortality is the best indicator of COVID-19 
pandemic severity

- A common agreement 

among professionals 

emerged in April already 

on using excess death

numbers without 

dividing by death cause 

over normal levels for 

particular time of year, 

divided by total 

population count or by 

normal death numbers: 

excess mortality.

- Leading media use this 

data (NYT, FT)



Excess mortality – the best indicator for evaluation 
the severity of COVID-19 pandemics

- Leading international 

mortality database – Human 

Mortality Database – created 

interactive dashboard on 

excess mortality. It’s possible 

to change the normal mortality 

basis (for example, 2019, or 

2015-2019, or even 2000-

2019)



How deaths are handling and counted in Russia

1. Relatives of deceased must show up in civil registration office, already 
with medical post-mortem form(form № 106/у-08);

2. Civil registration office (ZAGS) count the death and input all the 
information from medical form, includinf information on death causes 
from all 5 fields into EGR ZAGS all-Russian database registry;

3. Previously large number of regional ZAGS published vital event counts 
on the monthly basis (40-45 out of 85);

4. ROSSTAT upload data from EGR ZAGS, check and publish 
information on its website 28-30 days after a month ends.



Problems with deaths registration in Russia

1. During lockdowns, many civil registration offices (ZAGSes) had 
changed their timetable significantly; many people hadn’t come to 
register their relatives in time.

2. Many ZAGSes in regions stopped reporting death numbers.

3. Counting uncertainty with the determination of death causes, especially 
official main causes, ROSSTAT started to publish monthly data with 
delay;

4. ROSSTAT started sending semi-secret information on deaths 
from/with/because of COVID-19 and pneumonia death toll to the 
Government.



Many civil registration offices in Russian regions stopped 
reporting monthly deaths numbers



Some regions, whose civil registration offices stopped publishing 
monthly data on deaths count during COVID-19 pandemics:

- Moscow city;

- Leningrad oblast;

- Ryazan oblast;

- Vologda oblast;

- Chelyabinsk oblast;

- Sverdlovsk (Yekaterinburg) oblast;

- Tyva Republic;

- Republic of North Ossetiya - Alaniya;

- Crimea Republic;

- Kamchatka kray, etc.



Daily official death toll on the website 
STOPCORONAVIRUS.RF

- Overall dynamics for 
the whole of Russia 

looks trustful on graphs, 
but not for most regions

(see next page)
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Official daily death count by region on website “STOPCORONAVIRUS.RF”

- Often same numbers for many consequent days in many regions (painted RED)



ROSSTAT attempts to give more trustful 
numbers

After me and others 
criticized 

STOPCORONAVIRUS
.RF statistics, 

ROSSTAT started 
providing expanded
statistics on deaths 

from/because of/with 
COVID-19 via 4 

columns monthly, 
based of medical form 

№ 106/у-08



Causes of death fields in the medic form № 
106/у-08



Comparing official daily data on STOPCORONAVIRUS.RF with 
excess deaths count

- Multiplying official 
daily data on COVID 
deaths by 6,5-7 and 
moving it slightly 
back in time gives a 
very good match to 
overall excess deaths 
count, but only for 
Russia in a whole
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Comparing official COVID deaths count, excess deaths with 
searching engines’ statistics of special COVID quieries
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Interactive excess deaths Dashboard in Russian regions



How to evaluate normal deaths number?

• The number of deaths in 
Russia sustained permanent 
decrease since 2005

• Therefore using 5-year 
average for the previous 5 
years (2015-2019) sufficiently 
underestimate excess deaths
number

• ROSSTAT medium projection 
is used

• Excess mortality since April
till November is estimated AT 
LEAST 220,000. Projection on 
January, 1st is around 300,000 
extra deaths.
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At least 10 regions among 85 already saw record extra deaths 
EVER in October of 2020
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Thank you for watching!

Alexey Raksha, demographer

December 3, 2020

Ask your questions, please


